Ixxvi	INTRODUCTION
same scarce type is a variety of the same date, on which the figure 5 is represented by a large circle. This coin is succeeded by square pieces of the ordinary type struck in the thirty-fifth year,, on which the date is shown in the same manner as ro. The years proceed regularly after 35. A few round ilaJhfi silver coins are known,, Apparently no gold coins after 979 have been found.
Akbar's copper issues from Dehli are of several types, This Collection contains one-eighth dams struck at Dehli in 9623 972, and 979, while the earliest dam of a similar type, but with the date in words, is of year 981. The Indian Museum has dams of 966 and 977. In 986, and again in 988, the type varies slightly, the inscription remaining the same. Apparently no coins have been found of dates between 988 and the thirty-seventh year. The first ildM issues are fulns of Dehli without any epithet, dated 37, which proceed to year 44 when the tank-a issue appeared. This lasted to the end of the reign. The usual denomination is the h&lf-tanka; a full tari/ca was published in Mr. C. J. Rodgers* paper * Copper Coins of Akbar \ J. A.S. S.t 1880. But the Issue is characterized by the abundance of sixteenth parts of the tanka. In N. S. VI, § 43, was published a dam, dated 981, on which Dehli is called Daru-l-nvulk Hazrat
There are two of Jahangir's very scarce gold coins of Dehli in the Museum. Coin No. 912 is probably still unique. The rare rupees of the early years are unrepresented, but from 1021 silver coins of the usual ilaM type become abundant, and continue to the end of the reign. Nisars are unknown. 'No coins issued from Dehli in the name of nut Jahan. The small copper issues are well represented here. I do not know of the existence of any large fulus.
The silver issues of Shah Jahan commence with the Kalima type, which is succeeded in the second year by what I have termed the Kalima-Ilahi type—see Note on Akbarnagar. In 1041 came the type exemplified by No. 1328, which is known as late as the year 1049. Shah Jahan, like Jahangir, issued small fulus from Dehli; No. 1468 is an example of the twelfth year. No gold coins have yet been found.
In 1048 Shah Jahan built the new Dehli, which he called Shah-jahanabad, and it is by this name with its title of Daru4-kJdla/at that the capital is henceforth known on the Mughal coinage. On coins both in gold and silver—see Coin No, 1353—we have Shah Jahan's only known couplet; a non-couplet type of Shahjahanabad also exists—No. 1355. Coin No. 1471 Is probably a copper piece of this mint with its epithet of I)aru~l-khilafat. Nisars are known both in gold and silver.
Aurangzeb's earliest silver. issue of the first year is known from

